The GATE THRORY "has stood the test of time."
The theory stated "that the transmission of pain from the peripheral nerve through the spinal cord was subject to modulation by both intrinsic neurones and controls emanating from the brain."
Because of the GATE THEORY, the present emphasis in pain control is that "pain could be controlled by modulation-reduce excitation or increase inhibition."
[IMPORTANT]
The Gate Theory proposed: (1) that small "C" fiber nociceptors activated excitatory pain systems, (2) and that this pain system excitation is "controlled by the balance of large fiber [mechanoreceptors]" which are "under the control of descending systems." [This is the neurological basis for chiropractic adjustments helping with pain] "The Gate Theory did not emphasize peripheral processes since the aim was to propose how the central nervous system dealt with sensory inputs." "The main clinical pains arise from damage to tissue (inflammatory pain), whereas neuropathic pain results from changes in damaged nerves.
" [IMPORTANT]
Both inflammatory tissue damage pain and neuropathic pain "cause profound changes in the spinal cord and the brain."
"We now believe that all persistent pains exhibit plasticity in that the peripheral and central signalling mechanisms can alter." In neuropathic pain, "excitability changes occur within the nerve itself." Nerve damage would be expected to cause sensory loss, not increased pain. "It is possible that increased central hyperexcitability is a maladaptive compensation for the marked loss of peripheral input that occurs after nerve injury."
The Gate Theory looks at the balance "between local and distant excitatory and inhibitory systems in the dorsal horn." [Again, chiropractic Adjustment] "Inflammation will produce peripheral sensitization in the system that will be driven harder for a given stimulus." [Inflammatory Altered Thresholds] "Ongoing ectopic activity in damaged peripheral nerves will continually produce transmitter release into the spinal cord, and this will cause subsequent neuronal activity."
Tissue and nerve injury increases the activity of calcium channels in the spinal cord, increasing glutamate transmitter release and increasing neuronal excitability. 
